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ABOUT AAF DALLAS

The Dallas chapter of the American Advertising Federation is the oldest civic, professional organization

in Dallas. We are celebrating our 113th anniversary in 2021. We are the only association in Dallas that

represents all facets of the advertising industry. AAF Dallas and Ad 2 Dallas membership comprise

almost 1800 career-minded professionals interested in supporting the Dallas community.

Our mission is to provide thoughtful leadership by discussing the latest trends in technology,

creativity & marketing; protect & promote advertising within all government levels; honor advertising

excellence; support & grow future industry leaders via our educational Foundation; & promote diversity

in advertising.

2020-2021 OVERALL PROGRAMS GOALS

AAF Dallas believes our annual programs reflect who we are as an organization. They

are an opportunity for us to promote our brand and showcase the American Advertising

Federation’s values. The AAF Dallas Programs team’s overall goal is to provide high-level

professional development from thought leaders and elevate our Dallas advertising industry. With

COVID hitting at the beginning of our term, our goals shifted pretty dramatically. We focused on

the following:

- Reduce the number of events and provide high-value content that fights Zoom

fatigue (exhibit 1).

- Bring in diverse top talent, brands, agencies, and creatives to share expertise.

- Earn $56,000 in American Advertising Awards entries to cover our Executive

Director’s salary.
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Annual Event: In-Home Advertising Live

Event Details: In this series, AAF Dallas provided content to our industry with LIVE intimate 1-on-1

conversations nearly every week for 23 weeks on social media. We had 19 speakers (exhibit 2) join the

conversation and share how they adapted to COVID-19 and their industry expertise. The topics ranged

from AR/VR, Social Media, Agency Management, Diversity/Equity/Inclusion within the industry,

navigating the social unrest as professionals and brands, production, media, etc. (exhibit 3)

Our incoming president was our host. We selected him as the face of this series to give our

industry in Dallas a chance to get to know him and get familiar with his face. We chose a diverse range of

speakers to pick their brains. To prepare each speaker, we would have a prep call to determine what they

would like to discuss and be sure we had a good rhythm for the discussion. Afterward, we’d provide an

informal run-of-show so our speakers would feel prepared to answer anything that came their way.

(exhibit 4).

Target Audience: Advertisers and marketers in Dallas.

Method of Promotion: To promote the event, we had a templatized social card with the interview details,

a headshot of the speaker, and a short video to tease the interview (exhibit 5). We created a recurring

event on Facebook (exhibit 6) and used templatized posts on Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn.

Attendance: Throughout the 19 Interviews, we achieved 5,336 views (exhibit 7), with the most popular

interview reaching nearly 750 views. In the first few weeks of the series, we tested Instagram LIVE to

deliver the content (exhibit 8). The initial intent was to be very informal, conversational and lasts about

five minutes. We found that it was difficult to promote, share and control the quality of content for our

interviews. The interviews were too informal, and there was no way we could stay within the 5-minute

mark. On Instagram LIVE, we average 184 views per interview (exhibit 9).
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We knew the content we were sharing was content our industry needed to hear. Hence, we decided to try

broadcasting our Zoom interviews via Facebook LIVE to get a bigger audience and control its quality

(exhibit 10).The shift was a success! After moving to Facebook LIVE as our platform, we increased the

average views by 90.8% at 340 average views per interview. (exhibit 11).

Results: Overall this event received great feedback and provided an information feed for the ever

changing world of advertising during a pandemic. We brought great talent and our views maintained

throughout the 23 weeks.

Annual Event: Future is Fluid

Event Details: This panel discussion was our annual State of the Industry for advertisers and marketers,

where our esteemed panelists from diverse backgrounds and industries came together to discuss the

complexity of 2020 and what trends they see happening in 2021. Topics during this panel include audio

streaming and voice ads, DE&I, Social Media, the cookie-less future, sports marketing, and the changing

media landscape.

Our trend luncheon has historically been the largest attended program each year and would

normally be held at the House of Blues or Bomb Factory in Downtown Dallas. To accommodate changes

due to COVID-19, we opted to increase the length from one to two hours based on feedback from last

year’s event. This event is always very well-attended and stimulates great questions and conversations.

Instead of going from 11:00am to 12:00pm, the virtual event went from 10:00am to 12:00pm.

Additionally, we increased our panel size to include nine experts in various fields. Each expert

had to be a top industry leader with a high level of expertise to share insights, lessons learned, and

predictions for the coming year.

We chose Mr. Al Reid (exhibit 12), Manager Director of Saatchi and Saatchi as this year’s Education

Co-Chair for AAF Dallas to be our moderator for this event since he had been a panelist for this event for
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the last three years and had 15+ years of experience in the advertising industry. We were also able to

include the following group of experts (exhibit 13):

o Iris Diaz (CMO of Dallas Mavericks)

o Bennett D. Bennett (Principal at Aerialist, Co-Founder of 600 & Rising)

o Sandie (Milberg) Hawkins (GM of Global Business Solutions at TikTok)

o Holly Shapiro (Director, Ad Innovation Strategy & Sales at Pandora)

o Peter Day (CTO at Quantcast)

o Chris Ebbesen (VP, Managing Director, and ECD of Maverick Inspire Brands)

o Maria del Pilar Casal (Brand Partnerships & Digital Marketing at Univision

Communications Inc.)

o Lindsay Weeks, MBA (Client Strategy Partner at PMG Digital Agency)

Target Audience: Advertisers and marketers in Dallas.

Method of Promotion: This event was promoted through Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and Instagram,

Newsletter, and website (exhibit 14).

Attendance: This event would typically sell out each year at 200 tickets, but since this year’s event was

virtual, we were still able to have 129 registered for the event, and 100 people attended the event (exhibit

15).

Results: We did not provide a formal feedback mechanism. The panel was clearly well received by our

attendees based on the number of questions received during the two hour discussion.

Annual Event: Shining Stars

Event Details: Continuing AAF Dallas’ tradition of honoring women in advertising. Due to COVID19,

our standard award gala could not go on. Nonetheless, we scheduled zoom calls (exhibit 16) with
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individual honorees with our Executive Team to show the importance. This program’s goal remains to

honor and elevate women from the surrounding area in the advertising industry.

Instead of meeting in-person, Zoom was a good alternative and let us excess our congratulations

to honorees individually. We provided a list of questions (exhibit 17) and asked each Shining Star to select

four questions they would like to honor. While the questions were wide-ranging, it was clear that a

majority of Shining Stars shared many similar opinions.

The Gala was intended to occur on September 3, 2020, and would have been held at the Bomb

Factory in Deep Ellum. To safeguard honoree and AAF Member health, we recognized all honorees

individually through September 3rd on all AAF Social Media channels (exhibit 18).

Honorees understood the current pandemic’s reality and were more than happy to take a more

digital approach. We have already begun plans for the 2021 Shining Stars event, where we will also plan

to honor the recipients of 2020. The early event will have a Galaxy of Shining Stars since it will likely be

twice as large with both the 2020 and 2021 classes.

Target Audience: Marketing Director-level advertisers and marketers in Dallas.

Method of Promotion: Honoree highlights were promoted through Facebook, LinkedIn and Instagram,

and website (exhibit 19).

Attendance: Due to Covid-19, our Shining Stars gala was canceled, and we will be hosting a combined

2020 and 2021 gala next September.

Results: Although we were unable to meet in person, we celebrated the individuals in a unique way with

the intention of having a huge celebration in 2021. We received engagement on all social media platforms.

Special Event: American Advertising Awards - The Safest Addy’s Ever
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Event Details: Like other AAF clubs, the American Advertising Awards is the largest financial driver that

powers AAF Dallas’s operational costs such as payroll, insurance, leadership development, support of the

AAF Dallas Foundation and AAF District 10 AES initiative to help keep the NSAC competition a low

cost for our local colleges. We achieved a $106,000 NET PROFIT from the 2020 American Advertising

Awards Season, a 26% increase from the 2019 American Advertising Awards Season. We knew the

effects of the pandemic would make it incredibly unlikely to continue that level of growth, so we decided

that the best goal for this fiscal year was to defend our competitions entry process to ensure that agencies

would continue to enter around the same level of entries for years to come. Instead of lowering the

competition price, we decided to offer members a COVID-relief coupon to reflect a discount given and

not a price reduction (exhibit 20). We provided our corporate members even deeper discounts and a more

extended entry deadline.

We also led with diversity first when we selected our judging panel for this year’s competition

(exhibit 21). We recruited creative judges with an emphasis on females or people of color from larger

markets to judge our competition. We wanted to make a strong statement about who should be judging

our competition’s work and giving a voice to those who are very talented but often overlooked. We were

intentional in our judging selection process by asking former judges and putting out an open call to

LinkedIn asking diverse judges.

We hosted Our Must Love Ads 2020 American Advertising Awards gala on February 27, 2020.

The last event most of our 600 attendees went to before the lockdowns at the beginning of the pandemic.

It was a fun and memorable experience. Early in this fiscal year, we decided we would likely not meet for

an in-person gala knowing that the community spread of COVID-19 was substantial in Dallas, so we

began to brainstorm how to host our members’ memorable experiences. We knew we could not host
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another Zoom meeting, knowing that many of our members have been telecommuting and were

experiencing burnout and Zoom fatigue. Our team landed on putting the ADDYs (awards, not

competition) in a box and incorporating the best of the gala to bring the party to our agencies. This

experience would include their top ADDY, bottle service, a photo booth, safety gear, and customized

screens letting the award winners know the entire list of their awards in a fun and memorable way (exhibit

22). We branded this experience as The Safest ADDYs Ever Experience. We put locks on the boxes

(exhibit 23) so the ADDYs would be quarantined until we announced an un-quarantining code on

Instagram (exhibit 24). The top awards were hand-delivered in Hazmat-style suits on Instagram Live.

Publisher’s Clearinghouse-style delivery was complete with a giant cardboard cutout of the special award

and champagne to make it even more memorable (exhibit 25).

We believe it’s important to note that we did not have an American Advertising Awards chair on

the board this year. This was the effort of the executive committee of AAF Dallas and the executive

director.

Target Audience: Creative Directors and Marketing Director-level advertisers and marketers in Dallas.

Method of Promotion: The American Advertising Awards was promoted through Facebook, Twitter,

LinkedIn and Instagram, Newsletter, and website . We had a 3 part strategy: call for entries (exhibit 26),

box and sponsor sales (exhibit 27), and day of event and winner announcements (exhibit 28).

Attendance: We had 32 agencies participate in sponsorship and saw our social engagement  increase

during the award show. Across all platforms we had an audience of 6001, 759 post engagements, 60 posts

sent, and 8 mentions (exhibit 29). Looking at our data we saw a huge spike in engagement on 3/11

(exhibit 30). Our winner posts instantly became our top posts on our instagram channel (exhibit 31).
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Results: While we had ~72% of our total entries than last year, we exceeded our financial goals by 112%.

(exhibit 32) We can attribute this economic growth to our coupon system.

One of our initial judges dropped out at the last minute, and we had to scramble to find backup

judges to ensure our competition's integrity stayed intact. Because of our very public call for diverse

judges, we had over 40 people ask if they could join a judging team and score the entries in a few days.

We ended up with eight professional judges and five student judges from Portland to Italy (exhibit 33).

Our gala was hosted on March 11, we had an out of the box experiential experience. We sold

$21,575 in sponsorships, and made an overall profit with $78,601 between sponsorship and entry fees

(exhibit 34). We had 32 agencies participate in our programming and received a large amount of user

generated content (exhibit 35).

Conclusion: Overall the year of COVID has been one to remember. AAF Dallas was able to adapt and

overcome obstacles. We created valuable content for our members through social live streams and virtual

programming without overbearing our membership. Our American Advertising Awards had the whole

town talking and we were able to cover our financial obligations from a very tough year with no

incremental income. We are thankful for everything we have been able to accomplish but look forward to

the next board term!
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Exhibit 1 - Calendar of Events
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Exhibit 2  - In House Advertising Talent
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Exhibit 3 - Topics

Exhibit 4 - Run of Show
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Exhibit 5  - In Home Advertising Graphics
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Exhibit 6 - Recurring Event

Exhibit 7 - Social Views
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Exhibit 8 - Instagram Live Platform
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Exhibit 9 - Average Instagram Views

Exhibit 10 - Facebook via Zoom Platform

Exhibit 11 - Average Facebook Views
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Exhibit 12 - Host Al Reid

Exhibit 13 - Future is Fluid Panel
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Exhibit 14 - Future is Fluid Social & Website Graphics
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Exhibit 15 - 2020 & 2021 Ticket Sales
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Exhibit 16 - Shining Star Zoom Calls
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Exhibit 17 - Shining Star Questions
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Exhibit 18 - Shining Star Social
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Exhibit 19 - Shining Stars on Website
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Exhibit 20 - American Advertising Awards Coupon

Exhibit 21 - American Advertising Awards Judge Selection
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Exhibit 22 - Box Design
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Exhibit 23 - Locked Addy & Video Screen

Exhibit 24 - Code Release
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Exhibit 25 - Hazmat “Publisher Clearing House” Style Deliveries
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Exhibit 26 - Call for Entries
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Exhibit 27  - Box Sponsor Sales
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Exhibit 28 - Winners Announced
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Exhibit 29 - Social Analytics
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Exhibit 30 - Engagement Spikes
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Exhibit 31 - Top Posts
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Exhibit 32 - Openwater Complete entries

Exhibit 33 - Judges
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Exhibit 34 - Sponsor and Entry Sales
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Exhibit 35 - User Generated Content
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